
WE KNOW WHAT YOU’RE THINKING

THE MAINSTREAM POLITICIANS 

ARE ALL SCUMBAGS
But if you’re thinking of voting BNP please think again. 

A vote for the BNP is not a ‘protest vote’…

IT IS A VOTE FOR FASCISM!



All politiciAns 
Are scum

We all know politicians can’t be trusted, they’re a bunch of lying hypocrites 
who just want to get their greedy snouts in the trough at Westminster and 
Brussels and gorge themselves at our expense.

Now we’re all being made to pay the price for the mess they and their fat-cat 
banker friends have made. People are right to be angry, the system is rotten to 
the core, why should we vote for any of these scumbags?!

But whilst support for the mainstream parties seems virtually non-existant, one 
party is busy making gains—the BNP, a fascist organisation busy ‘rebranding’ 
themselves, hiding their jackboots, swastika armbands and thuggish past under 
suits and ties so that they can get their snouts in the trough too.

the Bnp—
A pArty on the tAke

• In Barking & Dagenham, seven BNP councillors attended only 27% of 
meetings—but each still pocketed the full £9,810 allowance.

• One BNP councillor in Sandwell attended no meetings at all for six months 
and was booted off the council—but he still took his allowance.

West Midlands BNP candidate, Simon Darby (right), at a fascist rally in April. Darby is 
pictured with colleague Roberto Fiore (second left), a convicted Italian terrorist.



• The BNP has avoided paying income tax and National Insurance 
contributions by pretending that some staff were self-employed.

• Their 2007 party accounts failed their audit as several thousand pounds of 
expenditure was not properly recorded.

The EU elections offer the BNP a gravy train of over £2 million—how much 
will go to line their own pockets?

With friends 
like these…

• The BNP has recently welcomed the support of Dr Sean Gabb, a man who has 
argued that there shouldn’t be any laws against the possession of child porn.

• BNP members Ian Hindle and David Wells were jailed for child sex offences in 2008.

• BNP leader Nick Griffin has strong links with David Duke, a former Ku Klux 
Klan leader, as well as many other neo-nazi groups around the world.

BNP leader, Nick Griffin, cosying up with officials from Hungarian fascist party, Jobbik. 
The party is strongly anti-Jewish and organises a private army of uniformed fascists.



And in the Bnp’s 
oWn Words…

“What we urgently need, and must have to survive, is very much less democracy, 
a very much smaller, more carefully selected and more intelligent electorate … 
Granting a vote to each and every one of the natives of Britain was madness … 
lunacy could hardly go further!” (Internal BNP document)

For fascists like the BNP, any form of democracy is a hated interference in their 
running of society. So when the BNP say they want your vote that is exactly what 
they mean. Their eventual aim is to deny you any say or representation. 

We fully understand why working class communities 
feel abandoned by politicians. But a vote for the Bnp 
is not a ‘protest vote’ – it is A Vote for fAscism!

HEREFORD

Antifa is a national federation comprised of 
local groups of militant anti-fascists, affiliated 
to the international Antifa movement.

We exist to confront fascist ideas, activities 
and organisations wherever and however they 
occur.

We utilise a wide range of tactics and believe 
it is important to confront fascism physically 
as well as ideologically.

We do not advocate the electoral process as 
the means of defeating fascism nor will we 
work with groups that do.

Our structure is anti-authoritarian and non-
hierarchical. We oppose discrimination based 
on race, gender, sexuality, ability and age.

this leAflet is puBlished By hereford solidArity leAgue 
And hereford AntifA

Hereford Solidarity League works to build 
a society based on the ideas of freedom, 
equality and community. 

Anti-fascism is an important part of our 
politics, but we believe that all politicians, 
including those of fascist parties like the BNP, 
maintain a system of inequality, privilege and 
control that divides communities. 

Real change does not happen at the ballot 
box and can only come about by independent 
working class action; that is, people looking 
out for each other and organising themselves 
to deal with the problems that they experience 
on a day to day basis. 

Our aim is to increase the fighting spirit and 
self-confidence of working class people to 
change things for themselves. 

herefordheckler.wordpress.com

kay.bulstreet@hotmail.co.uk

www.antifa.org.uk

hereford-antifa@safe-mail.net 


